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Reviewer's report:

The following revisions required to improve quality of the manuscript;

1. Grey literature: Strategy for grey literature is not clear. How would you search that data from non-indexed journals? Kindly add to protocol.

2. Agreement between review authors: How would you ensure the agreement between the two review authors? What will be the minimum cut-off of agreement and how would you measure and report? Kindly add all these information to the protocol.

3. Contact with authors: It is important to mention that how many times you would contact to an author regarding to you queries.

4. Need reference: Kindly add reference to the I2-statistic and also add the common cut-off for heterogeneity [Line 264; Page 13].

5. Meta-analysis: it would be better to add more on meta-analysis plans such as type of analysis, choice of model, small study effects and publication bias etc. as a priory.

6. Sensitivity analysis: There is a need to add sensitivity analysis plan as a priory. A plan for influential analysis may also be added.
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